POLICE STATION COMMUNICATION
NATIONWIDE SURVEY OF ARRESTED PEOPLE'S RIGHT TO COMMUNICATE

IN EARLY 2021 GOVERNOR JB PRITZKER SIGNED THE SAFE-T ACT (IL PA 101-0652).

THE SAFE-T ACT STRENGTHENS THE RIGHT TO COMMUNICATE BY ENSURING PEOPLE'S ACCESS TO 3 PHONE CALLS WITHIN 3 HOURS OF ARRIVING AT A LAW ENFORCEMENT FACILITY.

HERE'S HOW THE OTHER 49 US STATES COMPARE* TO ILLINOIS' NEW PROTECTIONS:

**STRONG PROTECTION**

**SOME PROTECTION**

**NO CLEAR PROTECTION**
ID - IN - KS - MD - MI - NE - PA - SC - SD - TX - UT

* THIS COMPARISON IS BASED ON STATE STATUTES, CASE LAW, INFORMAL PROGRAMS, AND STATEMENTS FROM REGIONAL ATTORNEYS.